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Executive Summary
As mobile markets around the world mature, and their average revenue per user (ARPU) from
voice services either remains flat or declines, operators are looking for ways to generate new
revenue streams and reduce churn. To meet these challenges, operators are shifting focus from
technologies and networks to improving mobile data services and differentiating a user’s
experience while expressing their brand.
This focus is not a new concept in today’s economy. The experience evolution in other industries,
led by companies like Starbucks®, Nike®, and Apple®, demonstrates that great experiences
increase customer interactions, and directly improve sales. Financial returns follow through
increased usage, brand loyalty, and improved customer satisfaction, all of which grow out of a
great brand experience.
Adobe® leads the software industry in enabling companies to deliver compelling digital
experiences with Adobe® Flash® technology on PCs, mobile phones, and other consumer
electronic devices. Built on the same beliefs, the Adobe® Mobile Experience Suite delivers a new
category of mobile experiences that will differentiate the next generation of mobile data services.
The Mobile Experience Suite provides two integrated solutions, Adobe® Flash® Cast™ and Adobe®
Flash® Home. Adobe Flash Cast is an offline portal solution that delivers engaging and easy-todiscover mobile data services for news, sports, weather, finance, and other rich mobile content
and applications. Adobe Flash Home allows mobile operators and handset manufacturers to
customize their handsets with rich, data-enabled homescreens across a range of handsets and
operating systems. With Adobe Flash Home, users can view regularly updated information on
the homescreen for easy access. Operators or OEMs can also monetize a new type of data service
by offering an on-device catalog of data-enabled homescreens based on target markets. These
new engaging mobile experiences will help increase consumer adoption and usage, raise brand
loyalty, and improve ARPU.
This white paper provides a technical overview of the Adobe Mobile Experience Suite including
Flash Cast and Flash Home, which are built on Adobe’s mobile client-server platform. In
addition, this paper addresses the unique benefits for all mobile providers—operators, OEMs,
content developers, and content providers—who play critical roles in delivering the next
generation of mobile user experiences.

The Market for Engaging Mobile Experiences
Trying to stand out—and be profitable—in today’s competitive mobile marketplace requires a
huge effort. Mobile operators have made substantial investments to improve their network
infrastructures and to license branded content for their value-added data service offerings to
meet consumer demand for richer content and experiences.

Key Benefits of the Adobe
Mobile Experience Suite
Mobile Operators:
• Differentiates brand and dataservice offerings
• Connects with established Flash
developer community
• Generates new revenue streams  
Content Providers:
• Develops and expands brand in
the mobile marketplace
• Leverages existing skills using
familiar Adobe creative tools
• Delivers expressive, engaging
mobile content
OEMs/Manufacturers:
• Differentiates handsets with
engaging mobile experiences
• Increases data-enabled handset
sales
• Satisfies operator’s customization
requirements while maintaining
economies of scale
Developers & Designers
• Supports industry-leading
Adobe authoring tools
• Leverages Flash development
skills for mobile markets
• Creates revenue opportunities
through partnerships with global
brands
Subscribers
• Instant access to high-quality,
interactive content
• Enjoys latest updates on news,
weather, financial markets,
sports, among others
• Expresses personal style through
customized homescreens and
relevant data services

According to IDC forecasts, the mobile portal market in Western Europe is expected to reach 74
million users by 2010.1 And “[a] benchmarking study conducted by the OPA and TNS in March
2007 found that 41 to 66 percent registered with a mobile content provider, and 25 to 60 percent
personalized their mobile content experience.”2 The solution to this pent-up demand is the
deployment of enhanced and data-enabled user interfaces, dynamic content, and multimedia
applications. According to IDC, many of today’s mobile data services suffer from one or more of
the following problems: poor user experiences; long download times; and tedious button clicks
in order to display usable data on a small screen.
IDC has also stated “that a new class of data services called engaging mobile experiences is
emerging in the marketplace … featuring enhanced graphics and expressive animation.”3 An
engaging mobile experience delivers rich media services to users, adding value to the operator’s
data services and utilizing new handset technologies. As IDC has stated, “To sustain growth in
terms of both users and usage, mobile operators must introduce more dynamic and interactive
mobile portal content and evolve the offering to ensure that it continues to be compelling and
personalized.”4 To meet those expectations, providers need to offer dynamic, personalized,
relevant, content; a sophisticated user interface; and fast display rendering. Implementing these
services goes beyond miniaturizing the desktop experience—innovative providers are tailoring
experiences to the mobile device.
In addition to its utility functions, a mobile device often expresses the user’s personality. If the
device itself carries a message about the user, the services offered on the device also need to
connect personally with the user. The relationship between a user’s “bond” with a mobile device
and the richness of their experience with this device strengthens their overall satisfaction with
both the data service and, more importantly, with the service provider.
Figure 1 depicts the relationship between the strength of a user’s engagement with a mobile data
service and the richness of the service itself. The Adobe Mobile Experience Suite helps providers
meet the challenges of providing engaging mobile experiences to millions of mobile users.
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Figure 1. The Evolving Mobile User Experience

Customizing Mobile Devices with the Adobe Mobile Experience Suite
The Adobe Mobile Experience Suite transforms the mobile user’s interaction from a flat,
text-heavy presentation to a rich, stimulating experience. Using Adobe Flash technology, the
Mobile Experience Suite supports integrated data-enabled services that are easy for providers to
promote and equally easy for users to discover, use, and personalize. The Mobile Experience
Suite incorporates two solutions that enable customized data-services delivery: 1) Flash Home,
for delivering data-enabled user interfaces, called homescreens, that replace a handset’s static
idle screen; and 2) Flash Cast, an offline portal that delivers mobile content whose presentation
and user-facing behavior is unaffected by network latency or loss of connectivity. Built on the
Adobe® Mobile Platform, which comprises the Adobe® Mobile Client and the Adobe® Mobile
Server (see Figure 2), the Flash Cast and Flash Home solutions each consists of a set of reference
applications called channels or homescreens, an optimized mobile client, a flexible server system,
and a set of authoring tools, including Adobe Flash CS3 Professional, and the new Adobe®
Mobile AppBuilder for creating, testing, and deploying channels and homescreens.
In addition, Adobe mobile solutions experts are available to help plan, integrate, and deploy
Mobile Experience Suite applications, and to train content providers on the use of the authoring
tools. For more information about consulting services, contact an Adobe representative.
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Figure 2. Adobe Mobile Experience Suite Architecture

Adobe Flash Home: A Dynamic Homescreen Solution
Adobe Flash Home delivers rich, dynamic homescreens across a variety of handsets and
platforms. Flash Home supports a variety of uses: it provides operator-branded, customized
homescreens; it supports a catalog of themed homescreens; and it offers a dynamic interface that
displays new data services. Flash Home also combines innovative designs of the homescreen
user interface with live data from value-added data services like news, finance, weather, or
entertainment information, as well as device applications such as call log, clock, SMS, battery
strength, and photo gallery. The homescreen does not replace handset functions such as startup,
shutdown, dialer, or device menus. Figure 3 shows examples of dynamic homescreens.

Figure 3. Flash Home Homescreen Examples

A mobile user-interface developer can create homescreens that combine dynamic content from
multiple, independent sources. For example, a homescreen might display the latest baseball score
for the user’s favorite team, together with weather reports from both the ball park and the user’s
hometown.
Mobile operators can create homescreens that differentiate the operator’s brand from its
competitors, and that offer a catalog of homescreens from which operators can create new
revenue streams. OEMs can use the capabilities of Flash Home to meet an operator’s
customization requirements; to reduce the time it takes to bring a new handset to market; and to
take advantage of global economies of scale by customizing handset experiences over the air.
The first time a user activates a Flash-enabled device, the handset displays a default homescreen
together with a catalog of additional homescreens that are available for purchase and maintains
a set of purchased homescreens in a personal catalog on a server. A user may activate a different
homescreen over-the-air at any time directly from the handset. This update capability permits
users to change the homescreen and enables them to accumulate a number of different
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homescreens to further personalize the mobile experience. Operators can generate new revenue
by creating a dynamic marketplace for homescreens using the Flash Home on-device catalog.
Adobe Flash Cast: An Offline Portal Solution
While personal choice and expression often define a user’s experience with a mobile device, a
user’s satisfaction with the operator depends on the ability to discover, select, and use mobile
services quickly and effectively. A Flash Cast channel is an optimized mobile Flash application
that delivers mobile content and applications in an offline portal. Channels provide information
and entertainment to subscribers, and may contain a variety of rich media content: cached video
and audio clips; streaming audio and video; Flash animations; text and images from multiple
content feeds; remote data objects; and hyperlinks to launch native phone applications. Rich
media files that are smaller can be cached on the mobile device; larger media files may be
downloaded at a user’s request. Users are even able to personalize an application’s dynamic
content, if the application supports such functionality.
The offline portal, which is itself a channel application, allows users to access other active
channels through an organized interface. From the portal, users can view a list of all active
channels, read summary information about each channel, and activate channel applications.
Summary information for a channel may include previews, associated images, channel names,
and descriptions.
Navigating through channels can be customized in either a carousel or hub-and-spoke metaphor.
Carousel navigation mimics the continuous, circular operation of a television remote control,
while hub-and-spoke navigation enables customers to use the four-way navigation mechanism
within a channel before returning to the portal to view other options.
The Adobe Flash Cast experience provides an interface, a navigation metaphor, and an
interaction design that are fully customizable to meet an operator’s particular branding and
service requirements. Figure 4 illustrates the visual presentation for a customized application.

Figure 4. A Customized Flash Cast Experience

Flash Cast applications interact with other applications on the mobile device through Adobe®
ActionScript™, an object-oriented programming language. The Flash engine for the Mobile Client
supports scripting of device features, including keypad navigation, button presses, notification,
messaging, and media playback. Scripts for the Flash engine use a subset of Flash 6 ActionScript,
which includes ActionScript 1.0 functionality, together with some ActionScript 2.0 functionality.
ActionScript also provides an object extension mechanism that lets developers define new objects.
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By providing an appealing and easy method for viewing and selecting available channels, users
who may not have subscribed to data services are encouraged to purchase new services. Adobe
Flash Cast also engenders customer loyalty by putting branded services right at a user’s
fingertips, and makes additional purchases more likely.
Users Can Customize Devices with Catalogs
In addition to Flash Cast and Flash Home reference applications, the Adobe Mobile Experience
Suite provides a common catalog and operator-brandable user interface. Mobile operators can
display a list of Flash-based applications, including channels and homescreens, from which users
can browse, preview, purchase, and download available choices. Operators can choose to issue a
single catalog or separate homescreen and channel catalogs, which may or may not be tied to one
another. Figure 5 shows a Flash Cast channel catalog purchase sequence.

Figure 5.. A Flash Cast Channel Catalog Display

The catalog also allows users to manage the channels and homescreens to which they already
subscribe. Users may also activate or deactivate listed channels or homescreens, or unsubscribe
from both homescreen and channel menus. Operators may pre-install channels in a fixed line-up,
as a group of channels in a subscription package.
During the service installation process, the catalog can be pre-installed on the user’s handset
along with the Mobile Client and other pre-set channels. The Mobile Platform automatically
updates a user’s catalog when the operator adds, modifies, or removes applications.
Companion Websites Simplify Managing Mobile Services
Some deployments of the Adobe Mobile Experience Suite enable subscribers to manage their
mobile applications and account information from a companion website, accessed from a
desktop computer. Using the Adobe Mobile Server web-services toolkit, an operator can develop
a companion website that integrates with their existing web-based user tools. Companion
websites built with the toolkit interact with the Mobile Server through platform-agnostic,
W3C-compliant web service APIs that can be called from a number of languages, including
Adobe® Flex™, Java, Microsoft® .NET™, PHP, and others. When subscribers use a companion
website to add or modify services, the changes are propagated over-the-air to the mobile device.
Similarly, changes that originate on the mobile device are updated on the companion website.
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A typical self-service companion website might allow the customer to accomplish the following
tasks:
• Log in to the website using their phone number or account ID and a password
• View the current lineup of channels and homescreens installed on their device
• Add and remove channels, homescreens, and subscriptions from the website
• Preview channel and homescreen content by reading textual descriptions, viewing static
screenshots, or using rich, interactive demos developed in Adobe Flash
• View their current account status
• Choose to receive promotional content
Content developers are able to build experiences using the same underlying Flash technology for
viewing on a personal computer, a mobile device, or, potentially, a television.
Authoring and Development Tools to Help Build Custom Applications
The Adobe Mobile Experience Suite provides a set of tools and features that allow developers to
assemble, test, and publish Flash applications and custom feeds as either channels or
homescreens for Flash Cast and Flash Home deployments. Adobe Flash CS3 Professional and the
Adobe® Mobile AppBuilder allow mobile developers to create customized mobile applications
and publish them directly to a development server.
Because Flash-enabled channels and homescreens are so compact, they are supported on a wider
variety of handsets, increasing the market for mobile developers. Once a channel or homescreen
is created with Flash CS3 Professional, mobile developers need only to make minor changes to
accommodate different screen resolutions and sizes.
Once mobile developers have created a channel or homescreen application in Adobe Flash, they
use the Mobile AppBuilder to define the resources (e.g., visuals, icons, other .fla and .swf files)
that will be used in the application. Next, they define channel variations (based on target device
profiles and target audience), target devices, and the main .swf file for each variation and publish
the application to the test server. This streamlined process allows developers to preview and test
the application in the Mobile AppBuilder’s emulator. Developers can iterate this process rapidly
and often to debug the application, shortening the testing process because they are not forced
repeatedly to move the application to the actual handset for testing. See Figure 6 for an example
of the iterative testing environment in the Mobile AppBuilder software.
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Figure 6.. Adobe Mobile AppBuilder

Adobe authoring and development tools streamline the entire workflow for creating, testing, and
deploying content and rich mobile applications. Web and interactive developers and designers
alike already use Adobe Flash CS3 Professional to create rich digital content and interactive
websites, and can leverage their existing skills and knowledge to create mobile applications for
Flash Cast and Flash Home deployments.
The Adobe Mobile Platform Integrates and Delivers Multiple Application Types
The core components of the Mobile Platform are the Adobe Mobile Client and the Adobe Mobile
Server. These components of the Adobe Mobile Experience Suite obtain content; cache it for
immediate access; update it in the background; tailor the data to personal preferences; and
display the content on mobile devices. The Mobile Client runs on a user’s mobile device and
provides the framework for displaying and managing content. The Mobile Server incorporates a
component-based architecture that complies with Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), separating
content adaptation and aggregation from content delivery. The Adobe Mobile Server also accepts
content from a variety of sources; includes tools to adapt RSS, XML, and Atom feeds; and allows
development of custom Java adaptation modules to handle content that requires even more
custom transformation. Figure 7 shows the components of the Adobe Mobile Experience Suite
and the Mobile Platform.
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Figure 7.. The Adobe Mobile Platform Architecture

The Mobile Platform integrates the following standard technologies:
• Flash applications running in the optimized Flash engine on a variety of mobile operating
systems and devices
• A wireless network service
• A J2EE-compliant application server (currently BEA® WebLogic® 9.2 or better)
• Clustered application servers
• A JDBC-compliant database management system (currently Oracle® 10g Release 2)
• External content delivered in RSS, Atom, and other formats
• Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) modules to convert external data to the
Mobile Server’s schema
• Optional plug-in and extension modules for authentication, billing, SMS signaling, web services
integration, monitoring, reporting, and content retrieval and adaptation
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The Adobe Mobile Client Displays Dynamic Content
In order for the mobile experience truly to engage the user, the visual presentation must
incorporate data services with an easy-to-update, intuitive, reliable interface. The Mobile Client
renders and manages the visual display using a mobile-optimized version of the Adobe Flash
engine that has been designed to run on mobile operating systems. The mobile Flash engine
supports the following features:
• Vector graphics
• Bitmap transparency, rotation, and scaling
• Solid color fill with transparency
• Linear gradient fill with transparency
• Color transformations
• Frame-based animation
• UTF-8 character set
• Text input and dynamic text
• Native device fonts and vector fonts
The Mobile Client also manages network communications, provides access to the device’s
contacts list and call log, and retrieves data from the Internet using HTTP.
Residing between the provider’s data services and the handset operating system, the Mobile
Client enforces application security, handles customer input, and manages the handset’s memory
for Flash-based applications. Each application runs in its own protected memory space, which
prevents interference between applications and helps isolate any corrupt content that may reach
the device. The Adobe Mobile Client runs only a single instance of itself at one time, even if
multiple Flash applications are being used or suspended on the device. This maximizes the
amount of on-device memory available for other applications.
Adobe ports and certifies the Mobile Client on a range of open platforms such as BREW® and
Symbian™, and also provides a software development kit for porting the Mobile Client to
proprietary operating systems. The porting kit includes documentation, reference source code,
and an acceptance test suite.
The Mobile Client utilizes a “pull” method of synchronizing data-enabled clients. This feature
uses bandwidth and server resources more efficiently than having the server “push” updates
every few minutes. However, if an urgent update, such as breaking news or retraction of
inappropriate content, must be sent to subscribers, the Mobile Server sends a signal to the
SMS-enabled client, forcing a request for an immediate update.
The Mobile Client handles application and data updates through an over-the-air, occasionallyconnected model that downloads the updates to the client as a background operation. The new
data is cached on the device and, as a result, is instantly available when the application requests
it. If the user passes through an area of limited or no connectivity, the mobile device uses the
most recently cached data until it successfully reconnects to the server.
The Adobe Mobile Server Adapts and Delivers Compelling Content
Equally important to a satisfying mobile experience is the content aggregation and delivery
system that is invisible to the user. The Mobile Server delivers the provider’s data-enabled
applications to the Mobile Client for presentation to the user. The Mobile Server also
personalizes and manages the details of a user’s experience of the provider’s brand.
The Mobile Server comprises the following four components:
• A delivery server to handle client requests and deliver content
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• An administration server to handle administrative commands and manage server clusters
• An adaptation server to aggregate content from external content providers and adapt it for
distribution via the delivery server
• A report server to provide aggregated reports based on service usage
For example, channels or homescreens scheduled to receive content updates every four hours
poll the server at four-hour intervals. The delivery server downloads customized, updated
content that matches the client’s preferences because the server stores the client’s configuration,
preferences, subscription history, and synchronization level in its database. The Mobile Server
aggregates content from all the operator’s external data sources and adapts it for delivery to the
Mobile Client. As the content moves along this path to the mobile device, the user’s personal
preferences, which are stored on the Mobile Server, are applied before the content is delivered.
For example, an application might offer entertainment listings for the user’s city, which the user
could personalize with a mileage choice to display only listings within a specified driving radius.
The Mobile Platform decouples the display of content from client requests for updates. The
Mobile Server optimizes network usage by delivering only differential updates to individual
applications. Mobile operators can even adjust polling intervals to minimize network usage.
Fewer and smaller updates reduce the operator’s cost, which is especially efficient when channels
or homescreens are billed at a fixed fee.
The Mobile Server also helps operators to target different market segments by grouping
applications that are expected to appeal to a specific demographic group. Thus, an application
that delivers stock market analysis might be packaged with a stock ticker and other financial
information applications so that a subscriber to one application could view and select from
complementary applications. The same data service can support more than one interface for even
finer-grained demographic targeting. For example, a provider could offer a teenage demographic
group a different user interface and different content package than the provider offers to a
business professional demographic.
When a registered user upgrades to a new handset, the delivery server automatically detects the
change and sends subscriptions, content, and preferences to the new handset in the appropriate
format. Likewise, the server automatically detects and adapts to firmware updates and other
changes in client capabilities.
The Adobe Mobile Experience Suite offers scalable server architecture and anticipates growing
demand for data services. In large mobile operator implementations, delivery servers can add to
network congestion, especially if many requests are received at the same time for the same data.
To reduce this congestion, the adaptation server component intercepts and groups requests from
the delivery server, which eliminates duplicate requests before sending a single, aggregated
request to an external data source.
The Mobile Server monitors all parties to any transaction and enforces access control restrictions.
The Mobile Server also allows integration with a provider’s existing security structure. User
preferences are secured by the delivery server, which aggregates requests for external content, but
never sends personal subscriber data outside the firewall. Figure 8 illustrates the flow of
information through the Mobile Server.
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Figure 8.. The Adobe Mobile Server Communications Environment

The Mobile Server also supports internationalization and localization features. The standard data
source format is XML, and the Mobile Server delivers content in any character set that is
supported in XML encoding. (The Mobile Client supports UTF-8, which handles virtually all
character sets.) The Mobile Server associates each subscriber either directly or through the
mobile device’s profile, and encodes outgoing data into the user’s preferred character set before
delivery to the mobile device.
By managing and controlling content delivery, the Mobile Server enhances the end user’s
experience, develops loyalty to the services, and strengthens the opportunity to generate more
revenue by tailoring services to a specific user. The Mobile Server delivers a targeted, branded,
personalized message from the operator every time the user looks at the mobile device’s screen.
A Flexible System Integration Framework Leverages Existing Infrastructure
The Adobe Mobile Experience Suite protects an operator’s investment because it integrates with a
wide variety of standard technologies. Examples include support for a J2EE-compliant server;
wireless network services; clustered application servers; database management services with Java
Database Connectivity (JDBC); and external content in RSS, Atom and other formats.
Additional server modules enable integration with authentication systems, billing systems, SMS
gateways for network-initiated updates, monitoring systems, reporting systems, and content
management systems.
The Adobe Mobile Server includes a software development kit (SDK) that provides the
capabilities to customize, expand, and integrate the Mobile Server with a provider’s existing
back-end infrastructure. The SDK contains well-documented, public Application Program
Interfaces (APIs), together with sample code for writing plug-in modules that extend the Mobile
Server’s functionality. Extensions for the following modules are included in the SDK:
• An authentication module that uses the Java Authentication and Authorization Services (JAAS)
framework
• A billing module that exposes a billing system interface that can be implemented to integrate
with any type of billing system
• A logging module that uses the Java log4j logging package
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• A module for retrieving and adapting content, which uses a Java interface for implementing plugin feed modules on the adaptation server
• A monitoring module that is implemented in the same way as the billing module
• An SMS signaling module that supports the SignalProvider Java interface
• Support for web-services clients such as pricing modules and provisioning systems
All of these modules and extensions can be customized to adapt output from the Mobile Server
to proprietary standards or external software products.
The SDK also facilitates construction of a companion website from which a user can manage
channels, preview new channels, and obtain technical support. Companion websites
communicate with the Mobile Server through advanced web services APIs that can be called
from virtually any programming language. This level of integration allows an operator to
provide users with an enhanced mobile experience, while lowering operator support costs.
Figure 9 shows the integration points available to the Mobile Server.

Figure 9.. Possible Integration Points to the Adobe Mobile Server

System Requirements
Initially, the Mobile Client supports two reference platforms: Nokia S60 3rd Edition and BREW
3.x. However, the Mobile Client is operating system independent, and can be ported to any
mobile operating system.
Other Mobile Client requirements include:
• Executable size—390 KB, for data services
• RAM—850 KB
• File system space: 1 MB (2 MB or more recommended)
• Processer—ARM7 75 MHz for a 176x220 display
The Mobile Server requires the following software systems in order to provide data services:
• Operating system—Sun™ Solaris™ 10
• Application server— BEA WebLogic 9.2 MP2 or greater
• Database—Oracle 10g Standard or Enterprise Edition
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Delivering Engaging Mobile Experiences
The Adobe Mobile Experience Suite provides a fully integrated package of world-class services
and tools that allow operators to differentiate their services in an increasingly competitive
mobile space. Adobe Flash Cast gives operators, OEMs, content providers, and developers the
power to leverage Adobe’s well-established Flash application to deliver rich, easily discoverable,
and personalized mobile content. Adobe Flash Home allows operators and OEMs to create
homescreens that combine dynamic content from multiple, independent sources; differentiate
their brands from their competitors; and offer data-enabled services from which to create new
revenue streams. The flexible and scalable client-server solution optimizes network use, and
incorporates an intuitive channel navigation and user interface framework.
Operators can customize service offerings to provide exactly the experience and quality to match
the branding. The Mobile Experience Suite also integrates with an operator’s existing
infrastructure, and leverages existing Flash developers to help create rich, engaging mobile
experiences that reinforce brand message, improve customer loyalty, and increase ARPU.
For more information
The following documents provide more information on the Adobe Mobile Experience Suite:
Adobe Flash Cast Datasheet (www.adobe.com/mobile/solutions/flashcast)
Adobe Flash Home Datasheet (www.adobe.com/mobile/solutions/flashhome)
Adobe Mobile Platform Datasheet (www.adobe.com/mobile)
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